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Qatari firm eyes shrimp, fish production in push for food security

By Joe Aguirre

A qalbi (a private Qatari agricultural development company) chairman al-Khalid told Gulf Times. He was speaking on the sidelines of the eighth edition of Qatar’s International Agricultural, Horticultural, Horticultural and International Environmental Exhibitions (EnviroQat), which was organized by the Ministry of Municipality and Environment and the Qatar Green Building Council.

Al-Khalid said the shrimp production will cater to at least one-third of the total local consumption of fresh shrimp, estimated at 1,000 tonnes annually, and would also help in the self-sufficiency of shrimp. He added that the shrimp will be produced using new technologies and methods that ensure high quality and safety standards. The shrimp will be produced in a closed system, ensuring minimal environmental impact and high safety standards.

Local companies at AgriteQ show Qatar’s efforts at self-sufficiency

By Peter Mager

The high participation of local companies and organizations at AgriteQ, organized by the Ministry of Municipality and Environment and the Qatar Green Building Council, is a testament to Qatar’s efforts at self-sufficiency in agriculture.

At AgriteQ 2021, local companies and organizations showcased their efforts to achieve self-sufficiency in agriculture. Companies like Al-Khalid showed their commitment to producing high-quality shrimp and fish products. The event highlighted the growing interest in local agriculture and the efforts of local companies to support Qatar’s food security goals.

New electronic inspection programme in Al Wakra

GWC holds virtual events for Earth Hour 2021

GWC, the heralding logistics company in Qatar, has held virtual film screening events to spread awareness of climate change issues among the public. The events were part of the Earth Hour campaign, which is observed annually on the last Saturday of March. This year’s campaign, themed “Protect what you love,” aimed to raise awareness of the importance of protecting the environment and combating climate change. The events were held on March 27 and included film screenings and discussions on the importance of sustainability. The events were attended by hundreds of people, who were encouraged to make sustainable choices in their daily lives.

The Gulf Times, a leading English language daily newspaper in Qatar, also joined the campaign by highlighting the importance of Earth Hour and encouraging its readers to participate in the event. The newspaper featured articles and stories on the importance of Earth Hour and the need for collective action to combat climate change. The campaign was widely covered by the media, including local and international newspapers and television channels.

The Earth Hour campaign is a global initiative aimed at raising awareness of the need for action on climate change. The campaign encourages people to turn off lights for one hour to show their support for the environment and the need for action on climate change. The campaign is observed in countries around the world and is a powerful symbol of the global movement for climate action.
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Qatari, US armed forces engage in joint exercise

The Qatari Armed Forces and the US forces conducted a joint exercise at Al Udeid Air Base and in the desert near the base in preparation for upcoming joint exercises in the Gulf region. This exercise is an annual training event for the US forces in Qatar. The exercise included coordination between the governments of Qatar and the US, the US Air Force (USAF), and the US Navy (USN).

The exercise was designed to enhance the command and control of the participating forces and improve their interoperability in the event of a crisis. It involved the coordination of various systems and resources, including air defense, ground forces, and logistics. The exercise was led by US Air Chief Best and Lieutenant General Madiha Al-Mamari, who oversaw the coordination and integration of the participating forces.

The exercise included various scenarios, such as air defense, ground forces, and logistics. The exercise was led by US Air Chief Best and Lieutenant General Madiha Al-Mamari, who oversaw the coordination and integration of the participating forces.

Qatar hosts the headquarters of the US-led Combined Joint Interagency Task Force (CJITF) in Qatar, which is responsible for the protection of international forces and infrastructure in the Gulf region. The CJITF coordinates the efforts of the participating forces to ensure their interoperability and effectiveness in crisis situations.

701,943 Covid vaccine doses given so far in Qatar: MoPH

New batch of Qatari real estate brokers takes oath in ceremony

The new batch of Qatari real estate brokers took their oath in a ceremony at the Real Estate Board of Qatar, chaired by Sheikh Khalid bin Saud Al-Ghanim. The ceremony included the oath-taking of 15 new real estate brokers, who have completed the required training and education.

New book published on ‘Qatari foreign policy’

A new book, entitled “Qatari Foreign Policy: The Quest for Regional Influence,” has been published by Oxford University Press. The book was written by Dr. Mohamed Al-Shaibani, a former Qatari foreign policy analyst.

The book covers the evolution of Qatari foreign policy, including its historical roots and its current role in regional and international affairs. It also discusses the role of Qatari diplomacy in the Middle East and beyond.
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QPO plays role of ambassador for Qatari culture: official

By Mouhsin Al-Mubarak

Chairman of the Doha Immortal Chamber, Dr. Sheikh Saif bin Ghanim Al-Mubarak, said during a press conference that the Qatar Philharmonic Orchestra (QPO), acts as a cultural ambassador for the country. The orchestra’s performances have been widely acclaimed and praised around the world, with its repertoire of both Western and Arabic music. The QPO has been performing in various countries, spreading Qatari culture and promoting the country’s cultural heritage.

The orchestra’s performances are not only a reflection of Qatari culture, but they also showcase the talent and skill of Qatari musicians. The QPO’s concerts are not only attended by Qatari audiences, but also by international audiences, who come to experience the unique blend of Qatari and Western music. The QPO’s performances have been praised for their high-quality sound and their ability to captivate audiences.

The QPO has been performing in various countries, including the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and Germany. Its performances have been highly acclaimed, with the orchestra’s musicians praised for their skill and dedication. The QPO’s performances have been seen as a way to showcase Qatari culture and promote the country’s cultural heritage.
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MES elects new office-bearers and directors for 2021-23

K. Abdul Karim
Dr. Masood P. F
Khalid A. P
Hameed Imran
Ahamed Ibrahim
Haroon N. M
Barhan Ahmed P. T

The Governing Body of MES M. Indian School located in the new establish ment of office-bearers and direc tors for FY 2021-23. The committee, headed by president K. Abdul Karim, has decided on the term of office enabling the committee and other members of the body to contribute to the welfare of the students by imparting quality education and enhancing the existing facilities, the school said in a press statement.

The newly elected members of the school's board will ensure to continue with the long-established traditions of the school by providing adequate training and instruction by the all the relevant departments in the school. The new office of the school was constituted by the elected members of the school, the school said in a press statement.

The office-bearers of the new Governing Board are K. Abdul Karim as president, Dr. Masood P. F as vice-president, Khalid A. P as secretary and Haroon N. M as treasurer. The following are the new members of the committee:

- General Secretary, Haroon N. M
- Vice-President, Khalid A. P
- Treasurer, Haroon N. M
- General Secretary, Haroon N. M
- Vice-President, Khalid A. P
- Treasurer, Haroon N. M

The new office of the school will be constituted by the elected members of the school, the school said in a press statement.

Encouraging healthy eating habits in kids

Dr. Masood P. F
Khalid A. P
Hameed Imran
Ahamed Ibrahim
Haroon N. M
Barhan Ahmed P. T

A QU graduate Asma Jamal’s book, Food Adventures at the Farmhouse, aims to help children move away from the tempting culture of fast food.

A QU graduate Asma Jamal’s book, Food Adventures at the Farmhouse, aims to help children move away from the tempting culture of fast food.

Class Preparatory Virtual Graduation Day celebrated by DPS-MIS

The Preparatory Virtual Graduation Day was celebrated by DPS-MIS on 15th May 2021. The event was attended by chief guest Tanvir Javed, Principal DPS-MIS, along with other dignitaries and teachers. The students were given certificates and prizes for their hard work and dedication.

DPS-MIS releases annual school magazine

The school has released its annual school magazine, "Vivek," for the academic year 2020-21. The magazine is a compilation of the school’s achievements, student activities, and the school’s vision and mission.

The virtual launch of the magazine was held on 15th May 2021, and it was attended by the chief guest Tanvir Javed, Principal DPS-MIS, along with other dignitaries and teachers.
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Egypt train collision kills 32 passengers

Lebanon PM warns of 'dangerous' chemicals in oil facility

Gunmen kill 26 in volatile central Nigeria

Ivory Coast names new PM after predecessor's death

Tanzania's Magufuli laid to rest after mysterious death

Rally in rebel-held Sanaa marks six years of Yemen war
Indigenous peoples ‘best guardians’ of Latin America forests, says FAO

US university pay over $1bn in abuse settlement

At least five killed as tornadoes rip through Alabama

Civil rights groups sue Georgia over new voting curbs

Brazil virus deaths ‘biggest genocide’ in Latin American country's history
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Four killed as police in Bangladesh clash with protesters during visit by Indian PM

Four killed in Myanmar protests

Indonesia bans Ramadan exodus over virus fears

Australians assess flood damage, hasten clean-up

Philippines breaks daily record for Covid-19 with 13,618 new cases

Indonesia’s financial capital is struggling through the worst phase of its Covid-19 pandemic

Nine Covid patients dead in a Mumbai hospital fire

Australian infectious disease experts and scientists have warned that a novel coronavirus variant first detected in India is starting to spread in Australia. The variant is feared to be more transmissible than previous versions of the virus.

The variant has been detected in several states, including New South Wales, Victoria, and Queensland. It is believed to be responsible for the majority of new cases in Australia.

Experts are calling for increased vigilance and targeted measures to prevent further spread, including screening and isolation of affected individuals.

The situation is expected to worsen in coming weeks, with the variant likely to become the dominant strain in the community.
Navigating the ‘new normal’ for African schools

By Hessa Meray

The lack of representatives of marginalized groups in the current promotion of the ‘new normal’ is striking. The call for education to be inclusive and equitable is not new, but realizations about the need for systemic change, particularly in the education sector, have become more urgent. The global education system is facing unprecedented challenges, including the COVID-19 pandemic and its socioeconomic impacts. In many African schools, the education system has been disrupted, leading to a significant drop in enrollment rates and learning outcomes. The urgent need for a new approach to education is evident, and it is crucial to ensure that marginalized groups are not left behind.

One of the challenges in African countries is the lack of adequate funding for education. According to the UNESCO Institute for Statistics, in 2018, only 54% of children in sub-Saharan Africa were enrolled in primary school. The COVID-19 pandemic has further exacerbated this issue, as schools closed and students lost access to quality education. Additionally, marginalized groups, such as girls, children from low-income families, and those with disabilities, have been disproportionately affected.

In the context of the ‘new normal,’ it is crucial to address these challenges. Policymakers and educators must work together to ensure that marginalized groups are not left behind. This requires a significant increase in funding for education, particularly in low-income countries. It also necessitates a focus on inclusive education policies, ensuring that all students have access to quality education regardless of their background.

In conclusion, the ‘new normal’ presents an opportunity to rethink the education system and make it more inclusive and equitable. It is essential to ensure that marginalized groups are not left behind in this transition. By prioritizing education and investing in marginalized communities, we can create a more just and equitable society for all.
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Italy to restrict ‘anti-vaxx’ health workers: Draghi
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Serbia starts vaccinating migrants
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**‘Blind’ France bears responsibility on Rwanda genocide, says report**

**France**

France has been accused of bearing responsibility over the 1994 genocide in Rwanda and being complicit in the deaths of citizens. The country has been described as complicit in the atrocity.

A historical commission set up by the French government was set up to examine the role of France in the genocide. It was set up to examine the role of France in the genocide. It was set up to examine the role of France in the genocide. It was set up to examine the role of France in the genocide. It was set up to examine the role of France in the genocide. It was set up to examine the role of France in the genocide. It was set up to examine the role of France in the genocide.

The report concluded that France was complicit in the genocide and that the French government should have done more to prevent it. The report was based on extensive research and analysis of available evidence. The report was based on extensive research and analysis of available evidence. The report was based on extensive research and analysis of available evidence.

---

**Vaccine news update: Covid vaccine doses pass 500m globally**

Covid vaccine doses have passed the 500 million mark globally, according to the latest data from the World Health Organization (WHO). The milestone comes as the global vaccination drive continues to gather pace, with an estimated 3 billion doses having been administered worldwide so far.

The rapid rollout of vaccines has been instrumental in slowing the spread of COVID-19 and saving countless lives. The successful development and deployment of vaccines have been a testament to the power of science and international cooperation.

---

**PM Khan**

Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan has faced criticism for hosting a meeting amidst rising Covid-19 cases. Khan has been accused of disregarding health guidelines and putting the lives of others at risk.

---

**Serbia**

Serbia has started vaccinating migrants who are entering the country. Migrants are being vaccinated as part of a larger effort to address the ongoing migrant crisis in the region.

---

**Scotland’s Salmond launches new party**

Albania Salmond has launched a new political party in Scotland. The party aims to represent the interests of Scotland’s Albanian community.

---

**UK ex-prime minister Cameron is cleared of breaching lobbying rules**

David Cameron has been cleared of breaching lobbying rules after an investigation into his actions following his resignation as prime minister. The investigation found no evidence of wrongdoing.

---

**‘Blind’ France bears responsibility on Rwanda genocide, says report**

France has been accused of bearing responsibility for the 1994 genocide in Rwanda and being complicit in the deaths of citizens. The country has been described as complicit in the atrocity.
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The report concluded that France was complicit in the genocide and that the French government should have done more to prevent it. The report was based on extensive research and analysis of available evidence. The report was based on extensive research and analysis of available evidence. The report was based on extensive research and analysis of available evidence.

---
MME signs food security pacts

From Page 1
Per the pact, Qatari executive director, Mohamed Rashid Mohamed Fahad Al-Kuwari, and the MME’s president, Dr. Jalal Al-Moutawakel, signed an agreement on food security, an initiative to enhance the country’s food security and promote trade and investments in the food sector.

The agreement aims to establish a framework for collaboration in the areas of research, development, and training in the field of food security. It will also facilitate the exchange of information and best practices, and promote joint projects in the field of food security.

In his speech, Al-Kuwari emphasized the importance of food security and the need for collaboration to address the challenges facing the sector. He noted that Qatar faces a number of challenges, such as limited agricultural land, dependence on imported food, and the need to ensure food safety.

Al-Moutawakel expressed his gratitude for the collaboration and the opportunity to strengthen the partnership between Qatar and the MME. He highlighted the importance of this agreement in addressing the challenges facing the food security sector.

On Food Security

Food security is a critical issue for nations across the world. It is a measure of the ability of a nation to produce enough food to meet the needs of its population. The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) defines food security as the availability of sufficient quantities of food that are safe and nutritious, and are accessible to people who need them.

In recent years, food security has become an even more pressing issue due to a number of factors, including climate change, natural disasters, and armed conflicts. These factors have led to a significant increase in the number of people who are food insecure, and have highlighted the need for action to address this issue.

Qatar, like many other countries, is facing challenges in ensuring food security. The country relies heavily on imports to meet its food needs, and has limited agricultural land. This dependence on imports and limited agricultural land makes Qatar vulnerable to fluctuations in food prices and supply disruptions.

The agreement signed between Qatar and the MME is a positive step towards enhancing food security in the country. It will facilitate collaboration in the field of food security, and provide opportunities to address the challenges facing the sector. It is hoped that this agreement will contribute to improving food security in Qatar, and to the region as a whole.

Ex QU president cultivates farming interest in others

From Page 1
“Ex-QU president cultivates farming interest in others”

This story highlights how ex-QU president cultivates farming interest in others. The former president has a passion for farming and wishes to share this passion with others.

He is actively involved in farming activities and is interested in promoting sustainable and healthy eating habits among the public. He believes that everyone should have access to fresh, healthy food and is working towards making this a reality.

In addition to personal farming, the former president is also involved in initiatives aimed at promoting sustainable farming practices. He has been instrumental in creating awareness about the importance of sustainable farming and the benefits it brings to the environment and the community.

The former president’s dedication to farming has inspired many others to take up farming as a hobby or a profession. He has been holding workshops and seminars to educate people about the benefits of farming and the steps required to get started.

The former president’s efforts have not gone unnoticed, and many local farmers have been inspired by his passion and dedication. His efforts have also helped to promote the importance of farming in the community and have encouraged others to take up farming as a profession.

The former president’s story is a testament to the power of passion and dedication. By sharing his love for farming and working towards making his vision a reality, he has been able to inspire others to take up farming and contribute to a healthier and more sustainable future.